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Vectren provides electricity to approximately 142,000 residential, small business and large customers 
in southwestern Indiana. (Note large customers are primarily industrial but also include universities 
and hospitals.) Vectren is committed to providing safe, reliable service for customers and maintaining 
affordable bills. A high proportion of Vectren’s energy sales are made to a relatively small number of 
small business and large customers. In 2013, about 29% of Vectren’s annual retail electric energy was 
consumed by residential customers, 23% was consumed by small businesses and 48% was consumed 
by approximately 100 large customers. Less than 1% was consumed by street lighting. The diagrams 
below show Vectren’s electric territory (in blue) and the percent of energy used by customer type.

Vectren owns and operates several electric generating facilities in southwestern Indiana. Of Vectren’s 
total generating capacity 1,158 Megawatts (MW) are credited towards meeting our capacity 
requirement with the regional transmission operator, Midcontinent Independent System Operator 
(MISO). Capacity is the amount of power that can be produced at a given time. The table at the top 
of page 3 shows unforced capacity (UCAP), which takes into consideration system downtime for 
unforeseen maintenance and unit testing and is, therefore, less than the total capacity of each unit. 
Nine hundred and thirty-six Megawatts (936 MW) are fueled by coal; 219 MW are fueled by natural gas, 
and 3 MW are powered by the Blackfoot Clean Energy Facility in Pike County, Ind., which is a landfill-
gas-to-electricity plant.

Vectren Electric Overview
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Vectren’s Electric 
Service Territory

Vectren Electric Customer Breakdown

Residential 
29%

Large 
48%

Small Business 
23%

Street Lighting  <1%

https://www.misoenergy.org/Pages/Home.aspx
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Unit UCAP (MW) Primary Fuel Commercial Date

Northeast 1 9 MW Gas 1963

Northeast 2 9 MW Gas 1964

F.B. Culley 2 83 MW Coal 1966

Warrick 4 135 MW Coal 1970

F.B. Culley 3 257 MW Coal 1973

A.B. Brown 1 228 MW Coal 1979

BAGS 2 59 MW Gas 1981

A.B. Brown 2 233 MW Coal 1986

A.B. Brown 3 73 MW Gas 1991

A.B. Brown 4 69 MW Gas 2002

Blackfoot 3 MW Landfill Gas 2009

Additionally, Vectren purchases 50 MW of renewable 
power from the Fowler Ridge wind farm and 30 MW 
of renewable power from Benton County wind farm. 
Both are located in Benton County, Ind. Of the 80 MW 
of wind, Vectren is credited with only 7.3 MW toward 
meeting MISO’s capacity requirement because wind 
is an intermittent resource (discussed further on page 
8). Finally, Vectren has access to an additional 30 MW 
of capacity as a result of its 1.5% ownership interest 
in Ohio Valley Electric Corporation. Vectren also has 
demand response options, such as the Summer Cycler 
program and interruptible load contracts with several 
large customers, which allow for load to be reduced if 
needed. For example, the Summer Cycler program can 
cycle air conditioning compressors on units of participating 
customers, lowering customer demand. Interruptible 
contracts allow Vectren to interrupt service to participating 
large customers if needed to meet high system demand.

Vectren purchases 50 MW of renewable power 
from the Fowler Ridge wind farm (shown in the 
picture above) and 30 MW of renewable power 
from Benton County wind farm, both located in 
Benton County, Ind.  
Photo of Fowler Ridge Wind Farm provided by BP p.I.C.

Vectren Electric Overview (Continued)

https://www.vectren.com/Save_Energy/Residential_Rebates_&_Incentives/Summer_Cycler/About_Summer_Cycler.jsp
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Through its recent investment of $410 million in emissions 
control equipment from 2001-2009, Vectren’s generating 
fleet became one of the cleanest and best-controlled for 
pollution in the Midwest. The electric generation fleet is 
100% scrubbed for sulfur dioxide (SO2), 90% controlled 
for nitrogen oxide (NOX) and removes a substantial portion 
of mercury (Hg). All units in the Vectren system are also 
equipped with environmental controls that remove dust 
and soot. In addition, Vectren has made significant 
investments in dry fly ash handling systems to enable 
Vectren to beneficially reuse the vast majority of its fly ash.

In January of 2014, Vectren filed a request with the Indiana 
Utility Regulatory Commission (IURC) seeking approval 
to upgrade existing emissions control equipment on all 
coal-fired electric generation units, except for F.B. Culley 
2. These enhancements will ensure compliance with 

three new Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) mandates, including the Mercury and Air Toxics 
Standards (MATS) that will take effect in 2016 and address the EPA’s concern with incremental 
emissions of fine particulate resulting from the operation of Vectren’s emission controls for NOX. 
Vectren will spend $70 to $90 million at its power plants over the next two years. Vectren is currently 
not seeking recovery of these federally mandated costs but instead intends to delay recovery until 
approximately 2020 to help manage customer bill impact. The proposal remains under review by the 
IURC.

Carbon Emissions
Vectren takes the nation’s focus on carbon reductions seriously. Vectren believes in operating 
generation units efficiently and encouraging customers to use energy wisely in their homes and 
businesses. This belief forms a large part of Vectren’s core strategy and is reflected in the investment 
in pollution controls.

These additional emissions controls enhancements, along with several reduction initiatives involving 
energy conservation, enhancements to turbine efficiency technology, a growing renewable portfolio 
and unit retirements, have helped reduce Vectren’s carbon emissions by about 23% since 2005.

On June 2, 2014, the EPA released a proposed rule called the Clean Power Plan (CPP) for states 
to regulate carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from existing electric generating units. When the rule is 
finalized, the combined reduction efforts of the states should collectively, on average, reduce CO2 
emissions by 30% from 2005 levels by 2030. Each state has been assigned a carbon intensity 
reduction figure, which must be obtained by 2030, based upon its generating unit mix. For Indiana, 
this reduction target is 20%; however, the baseline year for system upgrades, as currently proposed, 
is 2012. 

Emissions Control

Through an investment of $410 million in 
emissions control equipment from 2001-2009, 
Vectren’s power system became one of the 
cleanest and best-controlled for pollution in  
the Midwest.
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There is little clarity on how Indiana intends to implement 
CO2 guidelines under the EPA’s Clean Power Plan. 
Vectren intends to file comments regarding the EPA’s 
proposal, which are due in December 2014 and will focus 
on aggressively protecting customers from bill increases 
that may occur if the rule is implemented as proposed.

Vectren’s Commitment to Cost Effective  
Demand Side Management (DSM) Energy  
Efficiency Programs
Vectren continues to vigorously support Demand Side 
Management (DSM) related energy efficiency efforts as 
a fundamental part of the services that are provided to 
customers in order to help them manage their energy bills 
and improve their overall customer experience. Vectren’s 
current DSM programs, including appliance recycling, 
efficient lighting, residential and small business energy 
assessments, etc., help customers save energy. Between 
2010 and the end of 2014, Vectren’s DSM programs are expected to help residential and business 
customers save approximately 190 million kilowatt hours (kWh), which is enough to power more than 
17,000 homes for an entire year. Vectren accounts for DSM programs in its energy forecasting, which 
effectively lowers the long-term forecast and helps offset the need for new, future generation resources 
to meet customer energy demand. Recently, Vectren’s 2015 portfolio of DSM energy efficiency 
programs was approved by the IURC.

Emissions Control (Continued)

Vectren’s suite of DSM programs, including 
the Appliance Recycling Program (pictured), 
help customers curb energy usage and lower 
demand for electricity.
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What is an Integrated Resource Plan (IRP)?
Every two years, Vectren is required to submit its Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) to the Indiana Utility 
Regulatory Commission (IURC). The IRP is a 20-year forecast that outlines how Vectren will serve 
existing and future electric customers in a reliable and economic manner. Vectren will file future IRPs in 
2016 and 2018, prior to the implementation of the EPA’s Clean Power Plan. 

The IRP Process and Inputs
Vectren follows an IRP process that is very 
similar to other utilities throughout the country. 
In order to stay current with IRP methodologies 
and techniques, Vectren works with consultants, 
attends integrated resource planning conferences 
and attends the annual contemporary issues 
meeting (hosted by the IURC). The diagram at left 
illustrates the general process.

Vectren’s objective is to serve customers as reliably 
and economically as possible, while weighing future 
risks and uncertainties and meeting all regulations 
from various state and Federal agencies. Vectren 
begins the process by forecasting customers’ 
electric demand for 20 years. The electric forecast 
considers historical electric demand, economics, 
weather, appliance efficiency trends (driven by 
Federal codes and standards), population growth, 
adoption of customer-owned generation (such 
as solar panels) and Vectren energy efficiency 
programs (such as appliance rebates).

The base (primary) electric demand forecast is relatively flat over the 20-year period, declining on average 
by -0.1% per year. While future commercial and industrial customer gains are expected throughout the 
forecast, a portion of the current load will go away when a large industrial customer begins generating a 
portion of their own electricity around 2017. Without this customer-owned generation adjustment to the 
forecast, demand would grow by 0.1% per year. This forecast also includes a significant level of ongoing 
DSM energy efficiency programs to help customers lower energy usage and bills. Additionally, Vectren 
included a market forecast of customer-owned distributed generation.

It is possible that the base forecast could be higher or lower. Vectren works with partner economic 
development groups to attract and retain customers in the area. A healthy economy is beneficial to 
Vectren customers and to Vectren as the electric provider. Two high electric demand forecasts were 
created for this analysis, high (slow and steady growth over time) and a large load addition (one large 
plant addition added to the base forecast). These forecasts have average annual growth of 0.2% and 
0.3%, respectively. The low forecast declines by an average of -0.3% per year.

Vectren’s Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) Summary 

Identify objectives, metrics and  
risk perspectives

Establish baseline and alternative  
future assumptions

Portfolio recommendations consistent 
with objectives

Determine resource options

Identify ideal portfolios under various 
alternative futures (Scenarios)

Expose portfolios to  
sensitivities and evaluate 

other risks

Select “best” 
portfolios
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The next step in the process is to determine possible alternative futures (scenarios) and determine how 
to reliably and economically meet customers’ future electric demand. Currently, Vectren has enough 
resource options (power plants, energy efficiency and demand response options) to meet customers’ 
need (peak demand). The base scenario assumes customer need will be met with existing resources. 
The second scenario examines the potential impact of retiring F.B. Culley 2, Vectren’s oldest, smallest 
(83 MW), and most inefficient coal generating unit. Additionally, it is not controlled for NOX. The final 
scenario includes a possible future where the government enacts a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), 
requiring a percentage of electricity to be produced with renewable resources, such as wind and solar, 
as a way to lower CO2 emissions. Note that the proposed Clean Power Plan was just introduced in June 
of 2014. There is little clarity about how the state of Indiana intends to implement it. Once Vectren has 
more information, the Clean Power Plan will be specifically modeled. For now, Vectren included a price 
for carbon, DSM and a potential RPS scenario in this IRP.

Each electric demand forecast is exposed to the three alternate futures to determine the most 
economical way to meet customer needs, resulting in 12 possible plans. The diagram below illustrates 
each alternative.

Each plan represents the lowest-cost option to meet customer demand. Some plans do not require 
any additional resources to meet customer demand, while others do. Several resource options were 
considered in the analysis to meet customer demand, including additional energy efficiency programs 
beyond what is already included in the electric forecasts, various (types and sizes) natural gas powered 
generation options, renewables (wind and solar generation) and short-term market capacity purchases.

Each resource has specific characteristics and costs associated with it. Vectren worked with Burns 
and McDonnell, one of the leading engineering design experts in the United States, to provide a list of 
possible resources and the costs/characteristics of each to meet customer demand. Because it is not 
feasible to include all options in the analysis, several reasonable options were selected for consideration. 

Vectren views DSM programs as a fundamental part of what is done to serve customers in helping 
manage energy bills and lower usage. As such, Vectren has an ongoing amount of DSM in the electric 
demand forecasts. Vectren also considered additional demand side management (energy efficiency or 
DSM) programs, beyond what is included in the electricity forecast, to meet 
future customer needs.  

Vectren’s IRP Summary (Continued)

Base F.B. Culley 2 Unit 
Retirement RPS

Base Electric Forecast Plan A1 Plan B1 Plan C1

Low Electric Forecast Plan A2 Plan B2 Plan C2

High Electric Forecast Plan A3 Plan B3 Plan C3

High (Large Load) Forecast Plan A4 Plan B4 Plan C4
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Energy efficiency programs are considered demand side resources because they lower the demand for 
electricity.

Two basic gas generating options, a simple cycle gas (peaking) unit and a combined cycle gas 
(intermediate) unit were included. Gas peaking units are typically inexpensive to build but only run when 
the need is greatest (for Vectren on the hottest days of the year). They are less efficient than combined 
cycle gas units and are, therefore, more expensive to operate; however, they can be started and 
shutdown more quickly to meet demand. 

Wind turbines and solar panel resources were also included as possible resources to meet customer 
need. Wind and solar generation are intermittent resources, meaning they are only available when the 
wind is blowing or the sun is shining. Wind is one of the more expensive resource options as a way of 
meeting MISO’s capacity requirements because wind does not tend to deliver reliable energy at the 
times of greatest customer demand. As mentioned on page 3 of this report, Vectren is credited with 
only 7.3 MW of the company’s total 80 MW of wind purchased power toward meeting MISO’s capacity 
requirement.

Utility scale solar resources are becoming competitively priced with other resource options and will 
continue to be less expensive over time. Burns and McDonnell developed a forecast showing solar 
costs will continue to decline through the year 2020 and then levelize. Maximum output for solar 
panels is at noon. The highest demand for electricity from Vectren customers is usually around 4 p.m. 
on the hottest days of the year. Solar’s contribution to meeting peak energy demand is better than 
wind; however, it is still relatively low. Only 38% of maximum output of customer-owned solar panels is 
estimated to be available at the time of peak demand. Hypothetically, if Vectren customer peak demand 
were at noon, rather than 4 p.m., a much higher percentage of maximum output would be available 
to help meet customer peak demand. Note that selected utility scale solar resources are in addition to 
the market forecast of customer-owned distributed generation, which Vectren included in the electric 
demand forecast.

Small market capacity purchases were also included in this analysis as an option to meet future electric 
demand. Market capacity purchases can be thought of as renting space from another utility’s power 
plant to ensure reliable service for customers. Note that it is possible that capacity may not be available 
for purchase, and was a factor in limiting this option to 10 MW in this analysis. With many coal plants 
shutting down within MISO’s market, there is potential that not enough generation capacity will be 
available to reliably serve the overall market in the next few years.

Finally, all model inputs and assumptions are loaded into a modeling tool called Strategist, which is 
used by many utilities throughout the United States. Major model inputs can be placed into three 
categories:

1. forecasts of electricity demand,

2. resource options to meet customer demand; and

3. market conditions that influence the cost of each plan (forecasts for natural gas prices, coal prices, 
market energy prices, CO2 prices, costs of resource options and potential costs for regulations).

Vectren’s IRP Summary (Continued)
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Additional Considerations
The energy industry landscape has been changing at a fast pace, affecting both electric utilities and 
their customers. Although there is little clarity on how the state of Indiana will choose to implement the 
EPA’s Clean Power Plan, it could drive substantial changes to the mix of resources available to meet 
customer electric demand. The EPA’s MATS rule has resulted in numerous announcements of coal 
plant retirements across the US. As a result, MISO is predicting potential capacity shortfalls in the next 
few years. With low natural gas prices, some large industrial customers are considering generating their 
own electricity, which could affect future energy forecasts. Additionally, the proportion of residential 
and commercial customers installing solar panels to generate electricity continues to rise, which will 
effectively lower future demand for energy from the system. 

Vectren has taken all of these factors into consideration in the 2014 IRP by either modeling assumed 
inputs, as is the case with customer-owned solar panels, or outside of modeling in the risk analysis. 
The combination of these factors makes the future very uncertain. Vectren continues to evaluate these 
developments and plan for the future with an emphasis on keeping costs as low and fair as possible for 
all customers, while maintaining reliability and meeting regulations.

Modeling Results
After inputs, assumptions and resource characteristics are loaded, the modeling tool selects for the 
lowest-cost plan to meet customer demand, plus a 7.3% cushion to ensure reliability called Planning 
Reserve Margin (PRM), required by MISO. The table below shows results for each plan (A1-C4).

Vectren’s IRP Summary (Continued)

Plan Resource Needs

Plans A1-A4 No additional resources 

Plans B1-B2 No additional resources

Plan B3 
Additional DSM energy efficiency programs (2015-2034), a small amount of market capacity (2031-
2033) and a 50 MW solar generation in 2034

Plan B4 200 MW combined cycle gas turbine in 2020

Plan C1
Additional DSM energy efficiency programs (2019-2034), 50 MW solar (2024), 200 MW solar 
generation (2025)

Plan C2 Additional DSM energy efficiency programs (2017-2034), 200 MW solar generation (2025)

Plan C3
Additional DSM energy efficiency programs (2020-2034), 50 MW solar generation (2024), 200 MW 
solar generation (2025)

Plan C4
Additional DSM energy efficiency programs (2018-2034), 100 MW Solar generation (2024), 200 MW 
solar generation (2025)
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As mentioned previously, the planning tool’s output is the lowest-cost plan for customers. The table 
below shows the costs for each plan A1-C4. Note that the costs represent the total present day 
value of serving Vectren customers under various portfolio mixes to meet customer demand for each 
scenario. The costs include capital for new resources, operating and maintenance costs, etc. for 
each plan over the 20-year forecast. Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) scenario plans were all 
the most expensive because they require new generation to be built and additional energy efficiency 
programs, which are paid for by customers, to meet the renewables requirement. Although no fuel 
is consumed by renewable resources, there are still costs associated with building and maintaining 
facilities. As mentioned above, renewables are intermittent resources, making them generally more 
expensive to help meet capacity requirements. Additionally, retiring F.B. Culley 2 prematurely, in the 
event of a large customer addition, could be very costly to customers. The cost of serving customers 
with existing resources, compared to retiring F.B. Culley 2 in 2020, were essentially the same under the 
low, base and high electric forecasts. Due to the risks associated with prematurely retiring F.B. Culley 
2, discussed below, Vectren plans to serve customers with existing generation, plan A1 (Base electric 
forecast and Base scenario) in the near term. The 2016 IRP will again consider this alternative.

Risk Analysis
Each plan was then subjected to additional risk sensitivities to determine which plan is the lowest cost 
over a wide range of possible future risks. As previously mentioned, resource modeling requires a large 
number of inputs and assumptions over a 20-year timeframe: forecasts for natural gas prices, coal 
prices, market energy prices, CO2 prices, costs of resource options and potential costs for regulations. 
If the costs of any of these risk factors vary significantly from the base forecasts, the results of the 
analysis could potentially be different. Each plan (A1-C4) was subjected to varying costs (most often +/- 
20%) for the risk factors mentioned above to determine which plan held up the best against possible 
future sensitivities. Under most risk factors, the cost of continuing operation of F.B. Culley or retirement 
in 2020 are essentially the same. As illustrated above, the cost risk to customers if Vectren prematurely 
retires F.B. Culley 2 is potentially large under the high (large load) forecast.

Vectren’s IRP Summary (Continued)

Base F.B. Culley 2 Unit 
Retirement RPS

Base Electric Forecast
$4,874,6141 

0.5%
$4,848,213 

0.0%
$4,991,616 

2.9%

Low Electric Forecast
$4,771,789 

0.7%
$4,739,585 

0.0%
$4,871,859 

2.7%

High Electric Forecast
$5,064,159 

0.3%
$5,049,163 

0.0%
$5,168,352 

2.4%

High (Large Load) Forecast
$5,156,487 

0.0%
$5,254,385 

1.9%
$5,283,860 

2.4%

1  Customer costs are a 20-year net present value represented in thousands and do not include inflation.
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The four largest, near-term risks are as follows. First, 
there is little clarity on how Indiana intends to implement 
CO2 guidelines, the EPA’s Clean Power plan (111d). 
Second, a large customer is still finalizing plans for its 
co-generation unit for self-generation. Vectren needs to 
better understand how this will affect the load forecast. 
Third, Vectren is actively working to attract new industrial 
customers through economic development activities in 
southwestern Indiana. If a large customer chooses to 
locate within the Vectren electric service area, the analysis 
shows it will be significantly less expensive in the near 
term to serve that additional load with existing resources, 
plan A4. Fourth, with many coal plants shutting down 
within the MISO market, there is potential that not enough 
generation capacity will be available to reliably serve the 
overall market. Until these risks are addressed, Vectren will 
continue to operate F.B. Culley 2.

Vectren’s IRP Summary (Continued)

Vectren crew members Zach Carlson and 
Austin Workman install additional transformers 
to handle growing electric load in downtown 
Mt. Vernon, Ind.
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Prior to filing the 2014 IRP, Vectren facilitated a stakeholder engagement process, allowing interested 
parties to participate in the planning, as well as a review of the process before the plan was submitted 
to the IURC.

As part of the development of Vectren’s 2014 IRP, there were three objectives for the stakeholder 
engagement process:

1. Listen: Understand concerns and objectives

2. Inform: Increase stakeholder understanding of the IRP process, key assumptions and the 
challenges facing Vectren and the electric utility industry 

3. Consider: Provide a forum for productive stakeholder feedback regarding key points in the IRP 
development process to inform Vectren’s decision making

In 2014, Vectren held three public advisory meetings, or workshops, with interested parties 
(stakeholders) during the development and analysis of the 2014 IRP. The advisory meetings informed 
stakeholders about Vectren’s resource planning process, assumptions and modeling methods as 
well as solicited input from stakeholders regarding these topics. All meetings took place at Vectren 
headquarters. Below is a list of 2014 stakeholder meeting dates and topics.

1. March 20, 2014: General overview of the process and key analysis inputs 

2. Aug. 5, 2014: Projected energy forecasts, possible future scenarios and possible risks

3. Sept. 24, 2014: Plan review

All meetings provided an opportunity for stakeholders to ask questions, and make suggestions 
regarding the analysis. Additionally, Vectren responded to written questions and comments throughout 
the process. Meeting materials, including presentations as well as question and answers can be found 
at www.vectren.com/irp.

Overview of Public Stakeholder Process

http://www.vectren.com/irp
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Based on Vectren’s electric demand forecast, which includes cost effective DSM energy efficiency 
programs for customers, Vectren does not require additional resources. The IRP analysis indicates it is 
essentially the same cost to continue to operate F.B. Culley 2 or retire it in the near future. The decision 
to retire this unit is subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. Vectren is making no decision at this 
time on a retirement date. 

As mentioned in the Risk Analysis section of this summary report, there are four major risks of retiring 
F.B. Culley 2 in the next few years:

1. How Indiana intends to implement CO2 guidelines, the EPA’s Clean Power Plan (111d) 

2. Uncertainty about customer load due to the installation of a large co-generation unit 

3. The possibility of a new large customer addition

4. Uncertainty around potential capacity shortfalls within the MISO market

Vectren will continue to offer participation in cost-effective energy efficiency programs to customers 
and maintain the existing power generation fleet to reliably serve customers. Upgrades will be made to 
Vectren’s coal units to meet upcoming EPA emissions requirements. As mentioned earlier, F.B. Culley 2 
will benefit from the upgrade required for F.B. Culley 3. Finally, Vectren will conduct additional analysis, 
including other IRPs in 2016 and 2018. A decision about the assumed retirement of F.B. Culley 2 in 
2020 in scenarios B1-B4 will not be made until near-term risk factors become clearer.  

Conclusions & Short-term Action Plan
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